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ABSTRACT
We present a systematic study of B-DNA flexibility
in aqueous solution using long-scale molecular
dynamics simulations with the two more recent
versions of nucleic acids force fields (CHARMM27
and parmbsc0) using four long duplexes designed to
contain several copies of each individual base pair
step. Our study highlights some differences between
pambsc0 and CHARMM27 families of simulations,
but also extensive agreement in the representation
of DNA flexibility. We also performed additional
simulations with the older AMBER force fields
parm94 and parm99, corrected for non-canonical
backbone flips. Taken together, the results allow us
to draw for the first time a consensus molecular
dynamics picture of B-DNA flexibility.
INTRODUCTION
Sequencing programs (1–6) have increased dramatically
our knowledge on the primary structure of nucleic acids
and proteins for diﬀerent species (6–8) and even for entire
ecosystems (9). However, the intrinsic limitations of the
sequencing projects became clear when researchers realized
that the mechanisms allowing the supramolecular organi-
zation of the genome and the control of its expression were
not directly coded in the sequence, but depend on the
chromatin structure and ﬂexibility (6). For example, we
and others have found that promoter and regulatory
regions display unusual physical properties, both
in prokaryotes (10,11) and eukaryotes (12–19).
Furthermore, nucleosome condensation of DNA, which
is crucial for gene regulation is tightly related to DNA
structure and ﬂexibility, and unusual DNA structures are
known to play a key role in DNA recombination (20–24).
Finally, the mechanisms used by the cell to maintain
sequence integrity are dependent on DNA mechanical
properties (25–27). The emerging idea behind these ﬁndings
is the existence of a hidden structural and deformation
code, which has been conserved throughout the evolution
and that helps the cell to complement the primary
information coded in the DNA sequence (19,28–30).
The general structure of B-DNA is known since the
1950s (31), but only since the 1980s it is available in
atomistic detail. Unfortunately, the dependence of struc-
ture on sequence is not so well determined, since certain
nucleotide sequences have problems to crystallize, or do
not produce well-deﬁned NMR maps. The polymorphism
of DNA has introduced additional problems: changes in
crystallization buﬀer or the presence of ligands can
generate artefactual structures for some sequences, as is
the case of many A-forms deposited in the PDB database
for duplex and triplex DNA and DNA–RNA hybrids. As
a result, despite the large amount of structural informa-
tion available, there is still no complete experimentally
derived map of the conformational space of B-DNA
(Table 1). Theoretical techniques (32,33), in particular
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (34–36) then
emerge as a useful tool to complement the already existing
structural information on physiological DNA (37–39).
Diﬀerent experimental techniques can be used to obtain
macroscopic information of DNA harmonic deformability
(40,41). Unfortunately, the microscopic analysis is much
more diﬃcult, and in fact most of the ‘experimental
microscopic information about ﬂexibility is based on the
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analysis of structural databases (mostly X-ray structures),
and on the assumption that ﬂexible molecules display
larger structural diversity than rigid ones. This approach
has been successfully used to obtain rough descriptions
of DNA deformability (30,39), but presents two main
problems: (i) there is no guarantee that the type of
deformation induced by crystal lattice or ligands on the
DNA will be the same as the one spontaneously followed
by relaxed DNA and (ii) statistical quality of the stiﬀness
estimates requires a large number of structures for a given
sequence, and there are many sequences for which no such
wide structural information is available (Table 1). Once
again, MD appears as an excellent complementary tool to
experimental techniques.
MD simulations on DNA started in the mid-80s (42),
but only after the mid-90s unrestrained calculations were
possible in the nanosecond time scale (43–45). Since then,
MD has been widely used to study a variety of normal
and unusual forms of DNA and other nucleic acids
(34–36, 46–50). Many MD studies of DNA have been
focused on structural aspects, but Lankas and others
(51–53), and Gonzalez and Maddocks (54) pointed to the
possibility to use MD trajectories to obtain information
on the ﬂexibility of DNA, which can be then incorporated
into ‘pseudoharmonic’ mesoscopic models to evaluate
properties of very long fragments of DNA (36,55,56) or
to improve the prediction of protein–DNA binding aﬃ-
nities (57,58). The pseudoharmonic mesoscopic approach
assumes that global DNA deformability can be described
as a combination of six local harmonic deformabilities
(three translations and three rotations) at the base pair
level and despite the neglect of non-harmonic terms, which
can be important to describe large localized structural
changes, such as the kinks (59) provides a reasonable
representation of DNA ﬂexibility.
In this article, using state-of-the-art simulation, tech-
niques we will re-visit the ﬁeld of DNA ﬂexibility, trying
to obtain for the ﬁrst time a global picture of DNA
deformability using four long duplexes containing diﬀer-
ent copies of each non-redundant dinucleotide step. Based
on our previous microsecond simulation (60), the trajec-
tories were extended to 100 ns, which is expected to be
enough to capture the most important dynamic properties
of these oligomers. Furthermore, to obtain a robust
picture of DNA ﬂexibility, and mimicking our recent
studies in proteins (61), all simulations were repeated
using the two more recently developed nucleic acids
force-ﬁelds: CHARMM27 (62,63) and parmbsc0 (64).
This theoretical eﬀort provides for the ﬁrst time a rather
complete picture of the structural and ﬂexibility properties
of B-DNA.
METHODS
Selection of sequences to study
In a previous paper (53) two duplexes were designed as
models for the study of ﬂexibility of duplex B-DNA:
SEQ1: d(GCCTATAAACGCCTATAA) and SEQ2:
d(CTAGGTGGATGACTCATT). The sequences were
selected to: (i) yield normal B-DNA, (ii) be long enough
to fully represent a complete DNA turn and (iii) contain
copies of the 10 unique dinucleotide steps: d(AA)d(TT),
d(AC)d(GT), d(AG)d(CT), d(AT)d(AT), d(CA)d(TG),
d(CC)d(GG), d(CG)d(CG), d(GA)d(TC), d(GC)d(GC)
and d(TA)d(TA). In this article, to obtain a more
complete picture and to have more examples of all the
diﬀerent steps we add two more sequences, selected under
similar premises: SEQ3: d(CACGGAACCGGTTCC
GTG) and SEQ4: d(GGCGCGCACCACGCGCGG).
System set-up and simulation conditions
Starting structures were created using standard B-DNA
ﬁbre coordinates and were then immersed in
a box containing 10 600 water molecules adding then
Na+ to obtain neutral systems using CMIP calculations
(65) to optimize the original positions of the ions. All
systems were then optimized, thermalized (298K) and
equilibrated using our standard multi-step protocol
(66,67), doubling the simulation length at every window.
Final structures were further re-equilibrated for 10 ns
prior to data collection. Simulations were extended for
100 ns in the isothermic isobaric ensemble (P=1atm,
T=298K) using periodic boundary conditions and
Particle Mesh Ewald calculations (44). A time step of 1 fs
was used in conjunction with SHAKE (68) or RATTLE
(69) algorithms for maintaining bonds involving hydrogen
atoms at equilibrium distances. Atomic interactions were
represented using parmbsc0 (64) or CHARMM27 (62,63)
force ﬁelds and the TIP3P water model combined with
standard parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 ion models. For
comparison, additional simulations (20 ns each) were
performed using previous AMBER force ﬁelds parm94
(45) and parm99 (70,71) for SEQ1 and SEQ2, implement-
ing an information-bias procedure to avoid ﬂips of a/g
backbone dihedral angles to non-canonical substates:
every time an a/g transition occurred, the trajectory was
restarted using the coordinates and velocities found 100
ps before the transition; the ﬂip then never occurred again
at the same time point. These simulations are called
parm94 and parm99.
All CHARMM27 simulations were carried out using
NAMD (72,73) computer program, while the pmemd
module of AMBER8.1 (74) computer program was
used for parmbs0 and parm94/99 calculations [previous
work (61) demonstrated that the two computer programs
provide equivalent results for identical force ﬁelds].
CHARMM27/NAMD calculations gives an output of
Table 1. Number of unique sequences in antiparallel DNA duplexes of
diﬀerent lengths and number of cases for which experimental data are
available
Length No of
sequences
No of
experimental data
No of
good sampling
Base pair dimer 10 10 9
Trimer 32 31 9
Tetramer 136 83 9
Pentamer 512 128 5
The number (No. good sampling) of cases for which there are 15
or more experimental values for helical parameters is indicated.
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0.03 s/step using 16 Myrinet-connected Power PC proces-
sors, while with the same hardware parmbsc0/pmemd
gives 0.07 s/step.
Analysis of trajectories
Standard geometrical descriptors and helical analysis tools
(see below) were used to describe the main structural
characteristics of the duplexes. Unless otherwise stated,
analysis was performed considering the central 16-mer
portion of the duplexes. The potential for interactions of
the duplexes was analysed by computing the classical
molecular interaction potentials (CMIP; at 5 kcal/mol)
taking Na+ as a probe.
The essential dynamics of the diﬀerent duplexes was
derived by diagonalization of the covariance matrix
(36,75), which yields a set of eigenvectors {i} and
eigenvalues {i} describing the nature and amplitude
of the diﬀerent essential movements. Similarly, the
eigenvalues correspond to frequencies (!i) if they are
obtained by diagonalization of the mass-weighted covar-
iance matrix. Such frequencies can be manipulated to
yield entropies (76) in the pseudo-harmonic limit [see
Equation (1)].
S ¼ kB
X
i
i
ei  1 ln 1 e
ið Þ 1
where i ¼ h!i=kBT, and the sum extends to all the non-
trivial vibrations (all the other symbols have the standard
physical meaning).
In order to determine the similarity in the set of essential
movements determined by any two trajectories we
compared the corresponding eigenvectors using absolute
and relative similarity indexes [see Equations (2) and (3)
and references (75 and 77)] and the associated Z-scores
[see Equation (4)]. The absolute similarity index is
deﬁned by
where the indexes A, B refer to the two trajectories and
i is the eigenvalue (in A˚
2) associated with eigenvector
i. The sum is extended to the important modes (i.e. those
explaining 90% variance, in our case z 30). The x is
set to a standard value for DNA duplexes (77). Note that
the similarity index ranges from 0 (no similarity) to 1
(identity). The relative similarity index is deﬁned as
AB ¼ 2 ABðTAA þ TBBÞ
3
where the self-similarity indexes Txxstand for the value
obtained by comparing the ﬁrst and second half of
the same trajectory. The associated Z-score value is
computed as:
Zscore ¼ ABðobservedÞð Þ  ABðrandomÞð Þ
SD ABðrandomÞð Þ 4
where the random models were obtained by diagonaliza-
tion of a pseudo-covariance matrix obtained by random
permutation of the atoms for each snapshot. The standard
deviation (SD) was obtained by considering 500 diﬀerent
random models (78). Note that the Zscore determines the
statistical signiﬁcance of a given -value. Z-scores above 1
indicate a signiﬁcant dissimilarity between model and
background similarities.
As described elsewhere (53), elastic force constants
associated with helical deformation at the base pair step
level were determined by inversion of the covariance
matrix in helical space, which yields stiﬀness matrices [h;
see Equation (5)] whose diagonal elements provide the
stiﬀness constants associated with pure rotational (twist,
roll and tilt) and translational (rise, shift and slide)
deformations within the given step:
h ¼ kBTC1h ¼
ktwist ktr ktl kti kts ktd
ktr kroll krl kri krs krd
ktl krl ktilt kli kls kld
kti kri kli krise kis kid
kts krs kls kis kshift ksd
ktd krd kld kid ksd kslide
2
6666664
3
7777775
5
where Ch is the covariance matrix in helical space.
Standard geometrical and energetic analysis was done
using the ptraj module of AMBER8.1 and 3DNA (79)
programs as well as in-house programs. Essential dynamics
was done with the analysis modules in the PCAZIP
program (which can be downloaded from the following
MMB and CCPB websites: http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/
software/pcasuite.html and http://www.ccpb.ac.uk/
events/workshops/previous/analysis/), and other ‘in
house’ programs. The diﬀerent trajectories collected here
are available in compressed format (95% variance thresh-
old) at http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/raist/CONSENSUS and
can be decompressed with the PCAZIP program (80).
Structural database analysis
X-ray naked DNA dataset was built according to Perez
et al. (30). For the NMR dataset we followed Olson’s et al.
‘culling’ of base pair step parameters and those steps
AB
¼
2
Pz
i¼1
Pz
j¼1 
A
i Bj
 
exp  xð Þ2= Ai
   xð Þ2= Bj
  n o
=
Pz
i¼1 exp  xð Þ2= Ai
  Pz
j¼1 exp  xð Þ2= Bj
 n oh i2
Pz
i¼1 exp 2 xð Þ2= Ai
  
=
Pz
i¼1 exp  xð Þ2= Ai
   2 2þPzj¼1 exp 2 xð Þ2= Bj
 n o
=
Pz
j¼1 exp  xð Þ2= Bj
 n o 2 2
2
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outside the 3 SD limit from the average for any of the six
parameters was excluded from the study. Averaging of the
steps was done by using both strands in each oligo.
Generic averages and standard deviations were prepared
using equal weight for each of the 16 possible base pairs.
The eﬀective temperature used to describe force constants
using Olson et al.’s (39) data are 295K as described in
Lankas et al. (53).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General structure
The two force ﬁelds studied here yield stable trajectories
in the 100-ns simulation time, sampling regions of
conformation space expected for canonical B-DNA
(Figure 1). Detailed analysis of root mean square devi-
ation (RMSD) plots demonstrates that CHARMM27
always yields conformations 1 A˚ closer to the ﬁbre
B-DNA structure than parmbsc0 (no major diﬀerences are
in general found if the reference structure is created by
using crystal-averaged helical parameters for each step;
Figure 1). In all cases, oscillations in RMSD are smaller
for CHARMM27 than for parmbsc0 calculations, sug-
gesting a stiﬀer simulation in the ﬁrst case.
The distribution of helical parameters averaged over the
central 16mer of the four sequences show Gaussian-like
proﬁles centred in positions rather close to those expected
from average values derived from experimental structures
(Figure 2 and Table 2). On average, all parameters, except
rise, are closer to the values derived from NMR
experiments in solution. Shift, tilt and rise distributions
are almost identical in both force ﬁelds, while small
diﬀerences are found for the other three helical param-
eters. Thus, parmbsc0 calculations show slide distributions
centred 0.5 A˚ (close to the value obtained by analysis
of NMR structures), while CHARMM27 distributions are
centred at 0.0 A˚, closer to the estimate obtained from X-
ray data. Both force ﬁelds give roll distributions centred at
positive values: parmbsc0 around 3.58, and CHARMM27
around 68, parmbsc0 being closer to the experimental
estimates. Finally, MD simulations yield average twist
Figure 1. RMSd (in A˚) of sampled structures from ﬁbre conformation (in red). Smoothed RMSd (in black) from ideal structures created from the
average helical crystal parameters for each sequence is also displayed.
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around 33 (parmbsc0) or 348 (CHARMM27), while
experimental data suggest slightly larger values (35.5
from X-ray data and 34.5 from NMR experiments).
Considering the range of uncertainties in the averaged
experimental measures (arising from packing eﬀect, low
resolution, incomplete sampling, reduced hydration, etc.)
noted in the standard deviations (Table 2) we can
conclude that both force ﬁelds provide a quite reasonable
distribution of helical parameters.
In order to complement the study of the global shape of
the duplexes we analysed the groove geometries (81)
obtained in both series of simulations (Figure 3). Groove
geometry is especially important since it determines the
ability of the duplex to be recognized by ligands (either
small drugs or proteins). Analysis of the average groove
distribution for the four sequences illustrates probably
the most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between parmbsc0 and
CHAMM27 calculations. Thus, parmbsc0 groove widths
are centred at 19 A˚ (major) and 12–13 A˚ (minor), with
a major–minor width diﬀerence around 6 A˚. In
CHARMM27 calculations, the major groove is narrower
(around 17 A˚) and the minor is wider (around 13–14 A˚),
reducing then major–minor asymmetry to only 3–4 A˚. It is
worth to note that X-ray data suggest widths around 17
(major) and 11 A˚ (minor), values that are enlarged by1 A˚
if NMR data are considered; irrespective of the source of
experimental information, the major–minor diﬀerence is
around 6 A˚, closer to parmbsc0 values. Quite surprisingly,
the diﬀerent geometry of the grooves in parmbsc0 and
CHARMM27 simulations leads to only small changes in
the predicted pattern of interactions of the duplexes with
cations (Figure 4), which suggest that in general reasonably
similar information on DNA interactions could be
obtained for parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 simulations.
In summary, MD trajectories performed using either
parmbsc0 or CHARMM27 force ﬁeld yield to a reason-
able representation of the expected solution geometry of
B-DNA duplexes. The subtle diﬀerences found favour in
some cases CHARMM27 (average twist and slide closer to
current available experimental data) and in others to
parmbsc0 (roll and groove asymmetry), but in any case we
must emphasize that the diﬀerences between force ﬁelds
Figure 2. Distribution of base pair step helical parameters averaged, for each snapshot, over the central 16-bp portion of each sequence.
Translational parameters are in angstroms and rotational parameters in degrees. Values for parmbsc0 simulations are represented by lines;
CHARMM27 values correspond to lines with points. For comparison, sequence-dependent average values based on crystal data (black) and values
averaged over all available nmr data (magenta) are shown as straight vertical lines with 1 SD conﬁdence intervals (dotted lines). Histograms were
constructed using 50 bins between the maximum and minimum values for each parameter.
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are rather small, and taking all the results together, we
should conclude that both force ﬁelds are giving general
duplex geometries of enough quality for most modelling
studies.
Sequence-dependent structural properties
We computed helical coordinates for all the 10 unique
steps in the four sequences in both parmbsc0 and
CHARMM27 trajectories. Results (Table 2) show a
generally good agreement in the sequence trends for the
diﬀerent helical coordinates. This is especially remarkable
for the two helical parameters, which on average display
the largest divergence between force ﬁelds: roll and twist
(Figure 5). Also worth noting is the general agreement
between force-ﬁeld estimates and experimental trends
(Table 2 and Figure 5), which reinforces our conﬁdence
in simulations with current force ﬁelds. Not surprisingly,
the most signiﬁcant diﬀerences between parmbsc0,
CHARMM27 and experimental values are found for
d(CA) and d(TA), the pyrimidine–purine steps known for
their exceptional ﬂexibility.
Backbone geometry and flexibility
A reasonable helical structure does not always guarantee
correct backbone geometry. Thus, we analysed in
detail the three major elements of ﬂexibility in the
duplex: (i) sugar puckering, (ii) rotations around /"
torsions and (iii) rotations around /g torsions. Both force
ﬁelds suggest the South and South-East (puckering
annotation was done by dividing the pseudo-rotational
circle in four equivalent sections; North: [(315:458], East:
[45:1358], South: [135:2258], West: [225:3158] conforma-
tions as those dominating sugar conformational space
(Figure 6), in agreement with all available experimental
data (82). CHARMM27 and parmbsc0 distributions of
the phase or the d angles show maxima at identical
positions, and the only diﬀerence is that CHARMM27
distributions are slightly narrower and that temporary
visits to the North-puckering region are even less common
in CHARMM27 than in parmbsc0 simulations. The
concerted rotation around /" torsions generates two
major conformers: BI and BII (83), which are experimen-
tally known to co-exist in a ratio around 80(BI):20(BII)
in B-DNA (84) [for deﬁnition of these two substates see
Table 2. Averages and standard deviations of helical parameters for the diﬀerent dinucleotide steps
Step Shift Slide Rise Tilt Roll Twist
AATT (4/55) 0.19 0.11 0.42 0.13 3.33 0.04 2.02 0.40 2.74 0.60 33.57 1.25
0.30 0.02 0.00 0.02 3.37 0.03 3.28 0.63 5.89 0.41 35.62 0.74
0.11 0.30 0.16 0.36 3.25 0.15 1.32 2.13 1.43 4.78 35.77 3.87
ACGT (7/18) 0.05 0.09 0.74 0.14 3.37 0.05 1.06 0.30 0.01 0.70 33.38 0.98
0.37 0.05 0.16 0.08 3.20 0.06 0.12 0.82 3.44 0.13 31.96 1.02
0.35 0.40 0.39 0.28 3.20 0.19 0.02 2.10 1.73 2.22 32.37 3.07
AGCT (4/10) 0.33 0.04 0.65 0.20 3.39 0.08 2.70 0.31 2.83 0.88 32.06 1.29
0.00 0.03 0.19 0.09 3.31 0.07 3.02 0.66 6.45 0.50 31.45 1.41
0.35 0.29 0.34 0.39 3.23 0.15 2.19 1.73 5.54 3.73 28.80 5.70
ATAT (3/44) 0.00 0.14 0.77 0.06 3.14 0.03 0.00 0.49 1.47 0.35 28.59 0.91
0.00 0.08 0.36 0.05 3.16 0.02 0.00 0.42 5.02 0.64 28.12 1.23
0.00 0.33 0.57 0.19 3.27 0.19 0.00 2.85 1.02 3.64 31.32 3.78
CATG (5/32) 0.33 0.13 0.22 0.07 3.21 0.06 0.43 0.49 9.25 0.93 28.44 1.59
0.23 0.13 0.07 0.02 3.46 0.07 0.12 0.23 9.64 1.77 33.43 0.97
0.01 0.26 1.85 1.01 3.14 0.32 0.05 2.76 0.87 6.76 43.65 8.31
CCGG (8/21) 0.11 0.12 0.76 0.17 3.56 0.07 0.44 0.69 4.58 0.62 34.19 1.82
0.01 0.08 0.18 0.12 3.55 0.03 0.38 0.58 5.34 0.98 35.50 1.51
0.16 0.58 0.47 0.54 3.29 0.20 3.46 2.74 5.35 3.72 34.60 7.57
CGCG (8/64) 0.00 0.14 0.07 0.08 3.26 0.12 0.00 0.78 6.45 1.06 31.89 3.66
0.00 0.14 0.29 0.16 3.46 0.08 0.00 1.06 8.99 1.15 33.92 1.40
0.00 0.54 0.52 0.47 3.31 0.34 0.00 3.76 3.83 4.83 33.48 6.44
GATC (5/47) 0.21 0.16 0.29 0.19 3.37 0.03 0.50 0.74 2.14 1.13 36.47 1.01
0.28 0.06 0.26 0.04 3.35 0.01 0.80 0.62 3.78 0.54 38.65 0.42
0.20 0.49 0.00 0.39 3.50 0.46 0.99 2.81 0.33 3.76 41.85 6.04
GCGC (5/67) 0.00 0.12 0.29 0.12 3.41 0.02 0.00 0.33 1.08 0.68 36.07 0.60
0.00 0.08 0.18 0.04 3.27 0.01 0.00 0.54 3.19 0.26 35.58 0.37
0.00 0.86 0.31 0.41 3.46 0.31 0.00 4.40 6.41 5.22 41.35 3.97
TATA (3/9) 0.00 0.30 0.15 0.07 3.27 0.04 0.00 1.89 8.32 1.37 32.66 0.43
0.00 0.30 0.30 0.06 3.39 0.07 0.00 1.21 5.57 2.36 36.63 0.95
0.00 0.37 0.38 0.74 3.34 0.21 0.00 2.47 0.58 4.12 43.45 5.17
Generic 0.00 0.20 0.47 0.24 3.35 0.11 0.00 1.28 3.64 3.12 32.84 2.51
0.00 0.21 0.04 0.20 3.36 0.11 0.00 1.61 5.74 2.06 34.22 2.72
0.00 0.20 0.30 0.67 3.29 0.11 0.00 1.56 1.43 3.11 36.48 5.17
The parmbsc0, CHARMM27 (italics) and X-ray values (bold) are shown. Values for simulations were obtained from the time averages computed for
individual steps in each sequence. The standard deviations thus refer to the environment dependence of the parameters and not to their ﬂuctuations
in time. The generic values are means and standard deviations computed from the sequence-dependent averages shown in the table, weighting equally
all the 16 possible steps. Rotational parameters are in degrees and translational ones in A˚. Complementary steps (e.g. AG and CT) have the same
average except for a change in sign of shift and tilt, and the same standard deviation. In parentheses is the number of copies of each step taken from
the simulated oligomers and from the X-ray database (bold).
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Hartmann et al. (83)]. As seen in Figure 7 both force ﬁelds
detect the existence of these two subpopulations showing
quite fast and frequent BI$BII transitions. Detailed
comparison of population plots demonstrates that again
CHARMM27 is more rigid and leads on average to
a smaller population of BII conformer [around
90(BI):10(BII)] than parmbsc0 [85(BI):15(BII)]. Finally,
the third degree of ﬂexibility for DNA backbone
originates from concerted a/g rotations, which generate
non-canonical local conformations leading to a reduced
twist and which are important in the formation of several
protein–DNA complexes (85). Our parmbsc0 calculations
suggest that non-canonical a/g conformers represent
around 1.5% of the population of dinucleotide backbone
conformations, in good agreement with experimental
measurements (86), which means that for the central
16-mer duplex we can expect frequent (around 40%)
snapshots showing at least one a/g pair of torsions in the
non-canonical region. On the contrary, CHARMM27
trajectories are quite ﬁxed at canonical values (Figure 8)
and the population of non-canonical a/g conformers is
much smaller than experimentally predicted. However,
we should bear in mind that in any case non-canonical
forms represent only a small fraction of the a/g con-
formational space, and accordingly the impact of this
CHARMM27/parmbsc0 discrepancy is expected to be
moderate in the study of relaxed duplex geometry
(it might be not so irrelevant in the study of protein–
DNA complexes).
In summary, distributions of backbone torsions
obtained in CHARMM27 and parmbsc0 simulations
are quite similar, except for a general tendency of
the CHARMM27 force ﬁeld to stick more ﬁrmly to
regions around canonical values, removing or making
less prevalent non-canonical transitions of potential
biological impact. However, we can aﬃrm again that for
Figure 3. Evolution of groove widths (in angstroms) in time for parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 simulations. Average experimental values are shown as
horizontal straight lines (crystal: black, NMR: blue and magenta). Groove widths were calculated as P-P distances according to El Hassan and
Calladine’s work (81).
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most studies, both force ﬁelds provide a close enough
picture of the backbone conformational space and that
such a picture is of a quality close to what can be
experimentally derived.
Global and sequence-dependent deformability
The global ﬂexibility of DNA is dominated by untwisting
and bending movements which are present in the ﬁrst
essential deformation modes of DNA (see deformation
movies at: http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/raist/CONSENSUS).
Comparison of frequencies assigned to the ﬁrst modes
of the four sequences show that sequence-induced and
force –ﬁeld-induced variability are not much diﬀerent
(Figure 9) and that in general, for a given sequence the
frequencies assigned to the ﬁrst modes are slightly lower in
parmbsc0 than in CHARMM27 calculations. As expected
from the frequency proﬁle, the average of polymer
entropies computed with parmbsc0 are slightly larger
(5%) than those obtained from CHARMM27 samplings
(Table 3), but the diﬀerence is not much larger than that
introduced by the sequence and probably in the range of
the noise introduced by the limited length of current
trajectories (60). Thus, we can conclude that while
parmbsc0 is more ﬂexible in terms of lower frequency
movements, the overall conformational space visited in
CHARMM27 simulations is not dramatically smaller
than that explored in parmbsc0 calculations.
Once the relative stiﬀness of the softer deformation
modes in CHARMM27 and parmbsc0 is determined, we
need to verify whether or not the type of essential
deformations sampled spontaneously by the two force
Figure 4. Classical interaction potential (CMIP, in purple) of average parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 DNA conformations. Grid was constructed with
a 0.5-A˚ spacing. The contour shown corresponds to 5 kcal/mol level. CMIP distributions obtained for idealized conformations built by using
sequence-dependent average base pair step parameters from the X-ray ensemble are shown as reference. SEQ1: top left, SEQ2: top right, SEQ3:
bottom left, SEQ4: bottom right.
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ﬁelds is similar. For this purpose, we computed relative
similarity indexes and the associated Z-scores considering
both ‘all atoms’ and ‘backbone-only’ representations.
Tables 4 and 5 show high similarity indexes (around
0.7), with very large associated Z-scores, which empha-
sizes the statistical conﬁdence in the similarity between
both sets of trajectories. More interestingly, if only
backbone atoms are considered, similarity indexes rise to
0.8 and become of the same order than those obtained
when trajectories for diﬀerent sequences obtained with
the same force ﬁeld are compared. In summary, we
can conclude that despite diﬀerences in the stiﬀness of
the ﬁrst modes, the general deformation pattern of
B-DNA is described quite similarly by both force ﬁelds,
being dominated by global bending and untwisting
movements (77).
Stiﬀness analysis at the base pair step level allowed us to
obtain sequence-dependent helical stiﬀness parameters
(see Methods section) which can then be used for
mesoscopic simulations of very long pieces of B-DNA
(87) or to estimate the indirect readout component of
protein–DNA interactions (57,58). Results in Table 6
illustrate the deformation parameters obtained by aver-
aging individual estimates for base pair steps of the same
sequence in the diﬀerent oligomers. Quite interestingly,
despite CHARMM27 force constants being in general
higher than those obtained by parmbsc0 (illustrating the
stiﬀer nature of backbone torsional proﬁles), the average
diﬀerence is only 15%, and for many helical parameters
CHARMM27 and parmbsc0 quite close to each other.
In relative terms, the two force ﬁelds suggest the following
decreasing order of stiﬀness for translational move-
ments: rise>>slide>shift. The values which Olson and
co-workers (39) derived from crystal structures of protein-
bound DNAs exhibit rise stiﬀness much greater than that
of slide and shift, but no clear ordering between shift and
slide. The rigidity ordering of rotational distortions is less
clearly deﬁned, since parmbsc0 predicts the stiﬀness order:
tilt 	twist 	roll, CHARMM27 found no simple relation-
ship between tilt and twist but yields tilt	 roll, twist	 roll.
Olson’s data did not establish a clear ordering between
twist and roll, but suggest: tilt	 twist, tilt	 roll, which
seems to be more consistent with parmbsc0 ordering
(Table 6).
Figure 6. Left: population (in percentage) of nucleotides with South puckering for the four oligonucleotides in parmbsc0 and CHARMM27
simulations. Right: histogram of the backbone torsion angle d using 72 bins between 180 and 1808. Results corresponding to parmbsc0 simulations
are drawn with lines and CHARMM27 ones with lines and points. Crystal values are shown as reference (dotted black line).
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Analysis of helical stiﬀness parameters for each unique
base pair step conﬁrms the very remarkable similarity
between parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 estimates of the
sequence-dependent stiﬀness of B-DNA (Table 6 and
Figure 10) in aqueous solution and the quite unexpected
similarity with Olson’s estimates, which were obtained
from the analysis of a reduced set (which warns against the
statistical quality in estimates of some steps) of protein-
induced distortions in crystals (which grew and were
diﬀracted at typically low or very low temperatures).
Analysis of MD simulation data suggests a quite
signiﬁcant dependence of stiﬀness on sequence, which
again highlights the intrinsic shortcomings of sequence-
independent macroscopic models of DNA ﬂexibility. In
general, our simulations strongly suggest that some steps
like CG, CA and TA appear as ideal ‘hinge’ points for
global DNA bending and twisting, while AT and GC are
on the contrary quite stiﬀ points for these deformations.
However, caution is needed in using these general
concepts of ‘rigidity’ or ‘ﬂexibility’ since diﬀerent base
pair steps show diﬀerent stiﬀness against diﬀerent helical
deformations and one step which might be very diﬃcult to
unwind by twist deformation might be on the contrary
easily deformed by modifying the slide of shift. Again,
we should note that the concept of ‘ﬂexibility’ should be
linked to an exact deﬁnition of the deformation explored.
Local nucleobase dynamics
While DNA ﬂexibility mostly manifests itself in move-
ments involving base pairs as basic units, the individual
ﬂexibility of nucleobases is required for some biological
processes like DNA methylation or repair (26,27,88,89).
Accordingly, we complement our analysis of DNA
geometry by inspecting the pattern of hydrogen bonding
between nucleobases. Fraying eﬀects leading to the break
of one or both terminal pairs are found in most of the
simulations, even when the terminal pairs are G-C, but
the pattern of canonical hydrogen bonds (deﬁned as the
Figure 7. Left: population (in%) of nucleotides in BI conformation for the four oligonucleotides in parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 simulations. Right:
histograms of the associated epsilon (") and zeta () dihedrals (in degrees). Results corresponding to parmbsc0 simulations are drawn with lines and
CHARMM27 ones with lines and points. Crystal values are shown as reference (dotted black line). Histograms were made using 72 bins between
180 and 1808.
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distance between the heteroatoms involved being <3.5 A˚)
in the central portion or the duplexes is quite well
preserved (see Figure 11). Thus, the three H-bonds of
each G-C pair are conserved during 93% (parmbsc0) or
74% (CHARMM27) of the time, while the two H-bonds
of the A-T pairs are slightly less conserved [74%
(parmbsc0) and 67% (CHARMM27)]. The signiﬁcant
higher fragility of G-C hydrogen bonds in CHARM27
compared to parmbsc0 can be understood by analysing
the hydrogen bond energy in d(G-C) steps in MD-
averaged structures [23.5 kcal/mol for CHARMM27,
27.4 kcal/mol for parmbsc0; CCSD(T)/CBS estimate
28.8 kcal/mol from reference 90]. On average, we
found a reversible loss of one of the Watson–Crick
hydrogen bonds every 80 (parmbsc0) and 70
(CHARMM27) ps for A-T and every 170 (parmbsc0)
and 55 (CHARMM27) ps for G-C. Most disruptions of
the ideal pattern of hydrogen bonding is due to fast
opening (<10 ps), which do not yield stable opened forms
and which do not perturb the general structure of the
duplex yielding to co-operative openings. A few long
(>1 ns) opening events are found throughout the trajec-
tories (sequence 1 for both parmbsc0 and CHARMM27
and sequence 2 for CHARMM27); in all cases they
correspond to A-T pairs contiguous to terminal base pairs
which are disrupted during the simulation. In one case
(for SEQ2), CHARMM27 yields a base ﬂipping which
is not reversible in the simulation time considered here.
This ﬂipping movement is expected to occur in the
millisecond time scale and accordingly can be considered
an artefact of the simulation, probably originated in the
perturbing eﬀect of the fully disrupted terminal base pair
and without much impact on the global dynamics of
the duplex.
Figure 8. Left: population (in percentage) of nucleotides in canonical a/g conformations (g/g+) for the four oligonucleotides in parmbsc0 and
CHARMM27 simulations. Right: histograms of the associated alpha (a) and gamma (g) dihedrals (in degrees). Results corresponding to parmbsc0
simulations are drawn with lines and CHARMM27 ones with lines and points. Crystal values are shown as reference (dotted black line). Histograms
were made using 72 bins between 180 and 1808.
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In summary, both force ﬁelds preserve reasonably well
the pattern of canonical hydrogen bonding in the central
portion of the duplex. Hydrogen bonds detected by
parmbsc0 seem to be stronger than those detected by
CHARMM27, the diﬀerence being especially noticeable
for the G-C pairs. Temporary reversible loss of hydrogen
bonding is common and fast according to both force
ﬁelds, but no base ﬂipping transitions are detected except
for one CHARMM27 simulation, where the disrupted
pair is contiguous to a terminal base pair.
Comparison with previous AMBER force fields
Most MD simulations in the literature have been per-
formed with older AMBER force ﬁelds, in particular with
parm94 [including an extensive recent study (37,38)], and
parm99 (53,64). Unfortunately, as noted elsewhere (64),
both force ﬁelds lead to severely distorted geometries in the
>10-ns range, which implies that their use should
be avoided in studies such as the present one. However,
for the sake of completeness we analysed the behaviour
of parm94/99 force ﬁelds in the ideal limit of no a/g
transitions (see Methods section). The removal of a/g
transitions produces parm99 trajectories with average
helical properties similar to parmbsc0 and not two diﬀerent
Figure 9. Frequency (in cm1) of the ﬁrst 35 collective modes for the
four sequences considered here. Results corresponding to parmbsc0
simulations are drawn with lines and CHARMM27 ones with lines and
points. For extension of the graph to higher modes see Figure S1.
Table 3. Entropies (in kcal/mol) for 100-ns simulation time for
‘all atoms’ and ‘backbone’ of the four sequences considered here
(central 16mer)
All atom Backbone
PARMBSC0 CHARMM27 PARMBSC0 CHARMM27
SEQ1 3.74 3.60 2.33 2.17
SEQ2 3.65 3.63a 2.26 2.21a
SEQ3 4.07 3.55 2.27 2.18
SEQ4 3.61 3.44 2.31 2.15
aBase pair ﬂipping occurs in the ﬁrst base pair of the central 16-mer
(TA) in CHARMM27 calculations (A ﬂips out while T remains
stacked, this is induced by the terminal GC being frayed). Take this
value with caution.
Table 4. Relative similarity indexes [d; see Equation (6)]
between parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 trajectories con-
sidering all atoms
Sequence  (all) Z-score
Seq1 0.76 609
Seq2 0.81 435
Seq3 0.63 226
Seq4 0.70 128
Average 0.72 350
Table 5. Relative similarity indexes [d; see Equation (6)] between d
indexes obtained by comparing diﬀerent sequences (only backbone)
Seq1 Seq2 Seq3 Seq4
Seq1 1 0.819 0.792 0.821
1 0.807 0.891 0.838
0.791 0.782 0.782 0.791
Seq2 1 0.844 0.77
1 0.839 0.826
0.793 0.806 0.801
Seq3 1 0.783
1 0.852
0.829 0.799
Seq4 1
1
0.802
Values in roman: AMBER/AMBER; bold: CHARMM/CHARMM
and italics: CHARMM/AMBER comparisons.
Table 6. Sequence-dependent dinucleotide force constants associated
with the deformation of a single helical degree of freedom, computed
from parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 simulations
parmbsc0 Twist Tilt Roll Shift Slide Rise
AA 0.028 0.037 0.020 1.72 2.13 7.64
AC 0.036 0.038 0.023 1.28 2.98 8.83
AG 0.028 0.037 0.019 1.40 1.78 7.04
AT 0.031 0.035 0.022 1.05 3.77 9.34
CA 0.015 0.025 0.016 1.05 1.80 6.30
CC 0.026 0.042 0.020 1.43 1.57 7.86
CG 0.014 0.026 0.016 1.05 1.91 6.11
GA 0.024 0.038 0.020 1.32 1.88 8.48
GC 0.022 0.036 0.026 1.18 2.59 9.47
TA 0.018 0.019 0.015 0.64 1.25 6.08
CHARMM27
AA 0.043 0.044 0.022 2.45 3.56 9.47
AC 0.034 0.034 0.025 1.55 3.33 8.31
AG 0.036 0.045 0.022 2.00 2.82 9.35
AT 0.032 0.032 0.023 1.21 3.49 7.32
CA 0.032 0.027 0.018 1.60 2.19 6.71
CC 0.030 0.043 0.021 1.53 1.74 8.96
CG 0.032 0.024 0.017 1.82 2.48 6.64
GA 0.040 0.041 0.024 2.27 3.40 10.12
GC 0.027 0.031 0.028 1.70 4.79 9.43
TA 0.036 0.021 0.015 0.93 1.52 6.61
Values for a particular base pair step are diagonal entries of its stiﬀness
matrix [see Equation (5)]. Values reported in the table are averages over
all the steps of the same dinucleotide sequence. The rotational values
are in kcal/mol deg2 and translational ones are in kcal/mol A˚2.
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Figure 10. Sequence-dependent force constants for helical deformation (translational ones in kcal/mol A˚2, rotational ones in kcal/mol degree2) for the
diﬀerent unique steps obtained by averaging individual data for the four sequences in parmbsc0 and CHARMM27 simulations (data from Table).
Olson’s values are shown for comparison.
Figure 11. Number of conserved canonical Watson and Crick hydrogen bonds (end pairs were excluded from this analysis) for the four sequences
(TOP to BOTTOM: SEQ1 to SEQ4) in parmbsc0 and CHARMM27. Red: total number of hydrogen bonds. Blue: A-T hydrogen bonds. Green: C-G
hydrogen bonds.
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groove geometries; on the contrary, parm94 calculations
lead to slide and twist distributions which are farther
from experimental values, yielding wider than expected
grooves and an overestimation of groove asymmetry (see
Supplementary Table 1 and Figures S1 and S2). Backbones
show reduced ﬂexibility compared to parmbsc0 in terms of
puckering (parm99, see Figure S3) and BI/BII equilibrium
(parm94, see Figure S4). Interestingly, very similar
stiﬀness parameters are in general found for parmbsc0
and parm99, while parm94 mostly predicts the twist
stiﬀness greater than that of tilt (53), in qualitative
disagreement with parmbsc0 and Olson’s estimates (see
Supplementary Table 2 and Figure S5). The ordering of
stiﬀness for translational deformations, rise>>slide>shift,
is uniformly followed by parmbsc0, charmm27, parm94,
parm99 and older simulation data (53), but only partially
by Olson’s values. Finally, we emphasize the similarity in
sequence-dependent stiﬀness proﬁles between parmbsc0
and the two other corrected AMBER force ﬁelds. In
summary, our results here suggest that in the absence
of a/g transitions (either fortuitous, due to the limited
length of simulation, or to the use of a posteriori
correction) old AMBER force ﬁelds, if corrected for a/g
transitions provide also a reasonable representation of
B-DNA structure and dynamics, supporting then the
quality of a large number of previous published works
(see above).
Present model is based on the dinucleotide model which
assumes that elastic properties can be modelled consider-
ing only near neighbours, neglecting then environment-
eﬀects. This can be a source or potential uncertainties,
since elastic properties of a dinucleotide step d(XY) might
depend on the nature of the ﬂanking sequences
d(A . . .ZXYA0 . . .Z0). In order to have a rough estimate
of the level of error implicit to our averaged stiﬀness
parameters we explored the dispersion of stiﬀness para-
meters for step d(XY) depending on the nature of
the ﬂanking bases A and B in the tetramers (37,38)
d(AXYB) sampled during trajectories. Results displayed
in Supplementary Table S3 demonstrate that in general
the impact of neighbouring steps is not dramatic as
standard deviations (associated to variation of ﬂanking
bases) account typically for <10% the value of the
stiﬀness parameter. Twist and slide seem to be the helical
coordinates whose stiﬀness parameters are more depen-
dent on neighbouring eﬀects, which seem to aﬀect not
equally to all steps [for example stiﬀness of d(CC) steps
seems to be particularly dependent on ﬂanking bases].
Table S3 suggests that in general CHARMM27 has a
slightly lower neighbour dependence than parmbsc0, but
in any case values are quite close (see Supplementary
Table S3), conﬁrming again the remarkable robustness of
MD simulations to changes in the force ﬁeld.
FINAL REMARKS
The ﬁeld of MD simulations of nucleic acids is reaching its
maturity and microsecond-long simulations are becoming
possible, which allows us to obtain a more complete
dynamic picture of DNA ﬂexibility. The area has been
dominated by two families of force ﬁelds, AMBER and
CHARMM. Comparison studies (typically based on very
short trajectories) are scarce and often overemphasize
small diﬀerential points which can favour one force ﬁeld
over the other. However, in this paper, based on very long
trajectories on a signiﬁcant number of long duplexes,
we found that there is much more agreements than
diﬀerences between the structural and dynamical view of
B-DNA provided by both force ﬁelds. We demonstrate
that it is possible to arrive at a high-quality consensus
picture of the basic structural dynamics characteristics of
B-DNA, drawing an atlas which can help experimentalists
in areas such as molecular biophysics, molecular biology
and bio-nanotechnology.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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